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Fall Semester Dean1S List 
Recognizes 206 Students 
By Gary Cottrell 
Fifty-nine seniors, 45 juniors, 
40 sophomores and 62 freshmen 
made the Dean's List for the 
fall semester. Thirty-one stu-
dents received 4.00 averages. 
Freshmen with 4.00 averages 
are John Fortner, Glenna 
Meeker, Frank Novak and 
Donald Wilson; Sophomores are 
David Baldridge, Richard Davis, 
Janice McCluggage, R o b e r t 
Reese and David Roll. 
Juniors with straight A's are 
Ellis Austin, Lana DeLong, Mike 
Lamb, Patsy Littrell, Ronald 
Reeve, Janette Staton, Marcia 
Whatley and Mark Woodward. 
Freshmen who made the 
Dean's List with a minimum 
average of 3.25 are Cherry An-
derson, Larry Arnhart, Mary 
Austin, Sheila Barger, Zerrial 
Bass, Dorothy Beeler, Sandra 
Bucchi, Bonnie Buffaloe, James 
Burcham, Sherry Carter, Judy 
Catterton and James Clark. 
Others are Gary Cope, Amelia 
Crow, Carroll Davis, Robert 
Dockery, Tommy Dozier, Eric 
Edwards, James Fly, Jerry 
Ford, Deborah Haley, Steve 
Hamlin, Marcia Hays, James 
Henderson, Donald Hicks and 
Ellis Hogan. 
IN CONCERT - Tbe Heritage Singers of the University of Missouri at Kansas City are shown 
during their recent performance on Harding's stage. See story on page 3. - PHoTo .. v woRsH.a.M 
Seniors are Glenn Barber, 
Faye Brewer, David Carruth, 
Linda Dismuke, Robert Erick-
son, Linda Forrest, Sandra Jack-
son, Jane Jamison, Mike O'Neal, 
Leo Perdue, Mary Ann Sewell, 
Wilna Taylor, Velma Turney 
and Dale Work. 
Donald Johnson, Camille John-
ston, Elissa Lane, Hattie Laven-
der, Andrea Little, Vicky Mc-
Mennamy, Peggy Malone, Mar-
garet Mitchell, Cynthia Patchell, 
Peggy Paxson, Linda Pillow, 
Duane Priest, Cheryl Rawdon, 
Marilyn Rector, Robert Rushing, 
David Sain, Bruce Smith, Vir-
ginia Stewart and Mary Lou 
Stites made the list. 
Changes Made 
In Bison Staff 
For Semester 
By J udy Coffman 
In addition ~o its brand new 
look this issue, the Bison has 
made four staff m e m b e r 
changes "in an attempt to im-
prove the paper," according to 
Doug McBride, editor. 
Lynn McCauley has been as-
signed to the office of assistant 
editor. A senior Bible and 
speech major from Granbury, 
Tex., Lynn formerly held the 
news editorship, a position now 
occupied by Kay Gowen. 
Kay, who was 
society editor 
before the re-
cent changes, is 
majoring in 
journalism and 
music education. 
A senior, Kay is 
a native of Corn-
Gowen ing. 
Two other important staff 
changes are the appointment of 
Jean Flippin as associate editor, 
and the promotion of David 
Crouch from intramural sports 
editor to sports editor. 
McBride, who announced the 
changes 1 a s t 
week, s t a t e d 
that he had con-
sidered making 
s o m e changes 
1 a s t semester, 
and that due to 
the loss of two 
general n e w s 
Crouch writers at se-
mester, the moves were imper-
ative. 
"Jean was the logical choice 
f o r associate 
editor," Mc-
Bride explained, 
mentioning her 
ability as a 
news writer as 
well as a sports 
writer, her ex-
perience at the 
Harding P r i n t Flippin 
Shop, and her desire for the 
position. 
Admitting that Jean's leaving 
sports officially might weaken 
the department somewhat, Mc-
Bride stated that it would be 
easier to take up the slack in 
sports than in news coverage. 
Having had 
experience with 
columns pre-
viously, McCau-
ley should deve-
lop into a good 
editorial writer, 
McBride said. 
Reasons for 
Kay's appoint- McCauley 
ment to news editor included the 
(Continued on page 6) 
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Business Five Second In MSU Games 
After Fourth Round of Executive Play 
By Bruce Smith 
The Harding Business Team 
reached second place, the high-
est ranking this year, upon com-
pletion of the fourth round of 
the Michigan State University 
Executive Games, according to 
Billy Ray Cox, the team's facul-
ty advisor. 
Cox was "most elated" over 
the results and stated that "We 
are in as good a shape as we 
can possibly be in." The team 
had been expecting a slight drop 
in standings and marketing 
figures, but the figures climbed 
instead. 
The team placed fifth in re-
turn on investments for the four 
rounds, seventh in sales, and 
sixth in profits. The relatively 
high and uniform finishes in all 
three areas averaged to give the 
team a second place finish over 
all. 
Average not as High 
Cox noted that though the 
team's cumulative average is 
not as high, Harding probably 
has a slight future advantage 
over the first place team be-
cause of the uniformity of three 
scores. 
Team member Rick Venable 
noted that only one other team 
has been consistently in the up-
per categories from the begin-
ning of the games. Other teams 
have risen rapidly for a round 
or twe and the~ have dropped 
back into lower standings. 
Harding experlenc~ one drqp 
in cumulative standings, that oc-
curring in the second round, 
when the team fell from fifth to 
seventh. Since then the team has 
climbed to third in the third 
round and ·now to second. 
The top three teams are very 
close with cumulative averages 
of 5.0, 5. 7 and 6.2 respectively, 
according to -Venable. 
Barber in Reserve 
The team has been hurt some-
what, according to Cox, by the 
loss of Glenn Barber who is now 
serving reserve military duty. 
Barber was one of the two ex-
perienced team members, hav-
ing played in the Atlanta Busi-
ness Games last year with Mike 
O'Neal, a team member. Cox 
noted, however, that he has 
always played with one spare 
man, and "This time it payed 
off." Bob Hesselrode has step-
ped in to assume managership 
of the Western Division which. 
Barber vacated. 
Venable noted that the team's 
strategy has not yet been de-
finitely set for the remainder of 
the games, but that a few other 
variables are being experiment-
ed with. Mike O'Neal noted that 
'Friendly Week' 
Sponsored by SA 
Harding's traditional "Friend-
ly Week" opened formally on 
Wednesday, Feb. 7. The four-
day event, sponsored by the Stu-
dent Association, is an attempt 
to encourage friendliness, to-
getherness, and fun in a variety 
of ways. 
Wednesday was named "Be 
Friendly to Students Day." 
Chapel-goers were invited to 
meet their "chapel-chums," and 
teachers were inspired to be 
kind to their classes. 
Thursday is "Be Kind to 
Teachers Day." Students will 
cheerfully bring apples to class 
and will endure their teachers' 
lectures. Several faculty offices 
will be cleaned up by SA mem-
bers. 
Thursday evening will contain 
the men's and women's dorms' • 
Open House. The women's 
dorms will be open for the men's 
inspection from 5: 30 to 7:30. 
Men's dorms will have their tum 
from 7:30 to 9:30. 
The welcoming committee in 
each women's dormitory on open 
house night will present the 
153rd boy to enter their door 
with a cake. The men will give 
each 153rd girl a stuffed animal. 
Friday is "Be Kind to Visitors 
Day." Everyone will have a 
chance to be friendly at the 
basketball game with Arkansas 
Tech Friday night. 
Saturday night is designated 
"turn-about" or "twirp" night. 
Girls will be able to invite boys 
to the SA movie, Lonely Are the 
Brave. Girls will happily pay for 
their dates. 
Mary K. Walker, SA senior 
representative, and Rick Harris, 
freshman representative, are 
working with their various com-
mittees. 
the next two rounds probably 
will not be major factors, but 
that after that "the pace will 
get fast and furious." 
Through Experimenting 
Cox added that after the fifth 
rounds results are returned the 
team will be through experi-
menting and will be ready to go 
full steam. 
He note, however, that "We 
still have a long way to go." 
The games are not yet half 
over, and the important rounds 
are yet to come. 
Venable said that the next few 
days will be spent writing a 
summarv of the market strategy 
that the team has emploved thus 
far in the games. Fifth round 
results are expected back to 
Har~g on Feb. 9. 
1760 Register 
For Spring Term 
Registrants for the current 
semester numbered 1760 ac-
cording to Virgil M. Beckett, 
Harding registrar. 
This figure was 159 less 
than the 1919 who registered 
for the fall semester. Beckett 
said that this was a little 
larger margin than usual. Last 
vear there was a difference 
of 90 between the two regi-
strations. He added that the 
current total should reach 
1775 before completion. 
The number of students 
"processed" totalled about 
200 an hour, in ocmparison 
with 155 an hour last fall. 
This was attributed to the 
ability of the students to fill 
out their class cards and 
other paper work a week 
ahead of the actual registra-
tion. 
Beckett said that some of 
the methods used this spring 
will be repeated during next 
f a 11 ' s registration - period. 
However, because of the 
limited amount of time avail-
able at the beginning of the 
vear, it will not be possible 
to incorporate all of the pro-
cedures. 
Harding registered 60 new 
students. 
Mary Stroup, Johnny Sullivan, 
Vonda Thomley, Carol Timmer-
man, Rodney Waller, Emma 
Wan, Louis Watts, Kenneth 
Whitelaw, Rennie Willis, Me-
linda Word and Cassandra Ying-
ling also were on the Dean's 
List. 
Sophomores with 3.5 
Upperclassmen must have a 
3.50 average to be put on the 
Dean's List. Sophomores who at-
tained this are Patti Lou Aclin, 
Jenene Alexander, Marth a 
Bibee, Martha Copeland, Glen 
Blue, Loquita Burt. Joseph Cle-
ments, James Davis, Diana 
Dooley, George Edwards, Steve 
Hardy, Janice Henson, Sally 
Hill and Robert Ingram. 
Bob Knight, Karen Low, 
Danny McCorkle, Gail McKin-
ney, Robert Mayo, Ronald 
Oliver, Larry Owen, Gloria 
Page, Judy Parsons, Mary 
Perry, Ronald Pruitt, Teresa 
Heid, Edward Sewell, Ruth 
Slinkard, Mary Smith, William 
Thomasson, Charles Venable, 
Nelda Wallace, Jay Wilborn, 
William Yates and Robert 
Young completed the list of 
sophomores. 
Juniors on the List 
Juniors on the Dean's List 
are Nancy Ashley, Lawrence 
Barr, John Black, Kent Brand, 
Nancy Chapman, Earl Cohill, 
Sally Cook, D a 1 e Douglas, 
Rhoda Edens, David Elliott, 
Nancy Felici, Richard Glass, 
John Grady, Sandra Green, Cal-
vin Harrison. Charles Jarnagin, 
William Jarnagin, John Law-
rence and Drake Lee. 
Others are John Lewis, Joyce 
Littlejohn, David Martin, Barry 
Milton, Charles Morgan, Hana-
ba Munn, David Reves, David 
Rivoire, Leann Scroggin, Alice 
Smith, Connie Thomas, Richard 
Walker, Deborah Watson, Ellen 
Watson, James Word, Jimmie 
Yingling, David Young, Freddie 
Woodruff and Jan Chesshir. 
Seniors Making List 
Seniors who made the Dean's 
List are Virgil Anderson, Ho:vt 
Beasley, Jerry Cherrv, Roberta 
Christison, Daniel Coston, Bill 
Dailey, Lynda! Dale, Franklin 
Dawson, Nena Duncan, Ken 
Ellingwood, Lyle Farr, Alvin 
Fowler, Karen Galvean, Dana 
Garrett, James Glass, Kay 
Gowen, Karen Hamilton Delma 
Heggie, Larry Henderson, Randy 
Hiner, Helen Howell, Earline 
Jester and Judv Johnson. 
Others seniors are Gary Kel-
ley, Tom Kemp, Letitia Clark, 
Larry Lawson, Harry Lisle, 
Lynn McCaulev, Arthur McClel~ 
Ian, Mary McDonald, Veva Mar-
tenev, Janis Mitchell, Susan 
Nagel, Marvetta Sandlev, Tho-
mas Spradlin, Loretta Dale, Joy 
Thomas and Barbara Thomoson. 
Fannie Timmerman, Clifton 
Tue-gle, Marcia Tuggle, Gailvn 
v~n Rheenen, Thomas Vaughan, 
Helen Walker and Linda Wright 
also made the list. 
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From the Editor's Desir.: 
Those Who Call Fulbright Ignorant 
Do Not Prove or Disprove His Beliefs 
Why do out-of-state speakers who come to Harding, 
reel obligated to verbally sl-ash Sen. J. William Fulbright 
{D-Ark) as being ignorant and uninformed 1 And why are 
there those ixl the audiences who get such a childish thri!.l 
out ol the performance 1 
The above situation has occurred several times over the 
past few years and is becoming disgusting and nauseating, 
to say the least. In most of the cases, no one has bothered 
to mention just why Fulbright is wrong. 
How ~Utyone who ~s half-way knowledgeable can have 
the audacity to call a man who received his A.B. degree 
from the University or Arkansas, a B.A. and M.A. from 
Oldord University in England (as a Rhodes Scholar) , and 
a LL.B. degree from George W ashington University, ignor-
ant, is beyond reason. 
Fulbright has been a Uni.ted States senator since 1945. 
In 1934, he was admitted to the District of Columbia Bar 
Association. He was in.structor in law at George Washing-
ton University from 1935.36 and was a lecturer Jn law at 
the Univel"Sity of Arkansas from 1936-1939 when he be-
came president of the school. 
From 1943-1945, Fulbright was a member of the House 
of Re_presentati'\les. He has served as a member of the 
Senate finance c0mmittee and is _presently chairman of the 
powerful Senate foreign relations commit~e. In 1954, Ful-
bringht was a delegate to the Ninth United Nations General 
Assembly Lastly, he is the originator of an. internati0.nal 
scholarship program. And people call him ignorant and 
uninlormed. 
If ignorance will ac.complish all o£ the above and more, 
t hen may the _peoples of the world live the rest of their lives 
under the influence af darkness and misinformation. Surely 
if the man wel'e ~gnor#J.fit, i~ wou]d have come to light before 
now. 
This is not to say that one should agree or disagree 
-with Fulbright. It is to say that his critics should enarmor 
themselves with more reasonable ammunition than calling 
him ignorant and uninformed. - D.M. 
Borrowing of Books Creates Problems 
Last spring this writer took a COW'Se in which the pro-
fessor required weekly abstracts ,rom bound journals. At 
times, the problem in preparing these papers came from not 
being able to find the journals. 
Toward the end of the year, it was discovered that a 
fellow classmate had several of these journals in his room. 
So when unable to locate the needed volume in the library, 
a trip to his room would provide the source. 
In addition to the "borrowing" of bound periodicals and 
journals, some help themselves to regular stack books or 
to reference works that are for library use only. 
Although Harding's eighty-seven thousand volumes 
compose the largest library among private schools in the 
state of Arkansas, it is quite disturbing to need some source 
for a paper and find that it has been taken from the shelves 
without having been checked out. _ 
This type of discourtesy and selfishness has forced 
many libraries to place checkers at library entrances to see 
that books are not just carried out. 
Another possible solution that may eleviate part of the 
problems is a more liberal rule concerning the use of refer-
ence and bound volumes. If allowed to be used out of the 
library over night, the temptation to use them anyway 
would be lessened. 
Whether these measures are adopted or not, each Har-
ding student has the responsibility to use library facilities 
in such a way as not hinder the work of others and to pre-
serve them for future students. - L.M. 
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Phase II 
Guaranteeing Income- Part II 
When John Kenneth Galbraith 
spoke of the "affluent society," 
some of that society's citizens 
seemed to have adopted his 
phrase (presumably w i t h o u t 
reading his book) and assumed 
the sheltered view that no one 
is poor in America-not :really. 
Yet as the suggestive title of 
Michael Harington's The Other 
America, that work itself, and a 
host of recent studies indicate, 
a skeleton resides in our nation's 
well-kept closet. 
[LetUu ---1 
To the Editor: 
The Student Handbook, on 
page 27, lists among Other Ser-
vices, the college inn. Yet, for a 
whole week-end recently, the inn 
was closed without an apparent 
reason. 
Harding students have come 
to accept the crowded and 
cramped conditions without too 
much complaining, but they do 
deserve consideration in the 
matter of whether or not the inn 
is closed for long periods of 
time. 
The student inn serves a very 
important function to the stu-
dent, and the atmosphere pre-
vailing around it should not be 
underestimated when it comes 
to the morale of the student 
body. 
Faculty Forum 
By David Young 
POOR PEOPLE LIVE in 
America. They walk our city 
streets and our country roads. 
They are "ill-clothed, ill-fed, and 
ill-housed." They lack pro~r 
medical and dental care. Their 
incomes are not sufficient to en-
able them to procure for them-
selves adequate quantities of 
food and clothing, sound hous-
ing or necessary health services. 
Still, some have tried to rele-
gate the national problem of 
poverty to a back Seat position. 
Why Close Inn? 
The inn not only serves as a 
meeting place, but it provides 
the students with an excellent 
place to entertain guests. The 
inn can provide a break in the 
routine of the average student 
and on week-ends can fill a void 
in the social structure of the 
school and campus that other-
wise would be lacking. 
Jn summary, I would like to 
state an opinion that it is a 
shame that the student inn 
should be denied the campus-
bound student on any day of the 
week, within reasonable hours 
and especially on week-ends. The 
student inn is a very important 
service and should be made 
available to the student. 
Ron Boudra 
They assert that poverty is 
merely a relative matter-a nice 
sounding phrase which might 
draw a smile from some poor 
child but which will do little to 
cure the pain felt from the 
brown and rotting teeth he dis-
plays. 
YET CERTAINLY THE poor 
are also relatively poor. Usually 
they have not advanced with 
the rest of the society. They are 
poor culturally and educational-
ly. Their economic position dis-
qualifies them from actively and 
fully participating in the life of 
the affluent America. 
Who are America's poor? The 
federal government fixes the 
number at approximately 30 
million. Most authorities agree 
somewhat with this count. The 
crux of the matter, however, is 
not just how many millions are 
poor, but that millions are poor. 
Aged and disabled citizens, de-
pendent children and others ob-
viously unable to support them-
selves are often poor. Their sub-
sidies are too low and their sit-
uation may approach despera-
tion. 
MILLlONS OF THE ABLE 
bodied are also poor. They are 
unemployed for long periods, 
and when thev find work it is 
often menial and rewarded with 
little pay. These people are the 
slum dwellers, the sharecroppers 
and the rural poor. They and 
their children are caught in a 
cycle of cultural, educational 
and real poverty plus psycho-
logical defeat. 
What is to be done about these 
conditions will be the subject of 
the next Phase II. 
Learning! Who Me? 
It is little wonder that col-
lege students in this present age 
fail to find true meaning in their 
education. Most seem to wander 
into institutions of higher learn-
ing for lack of something better 
to do. It would be interesting to 
slip behind the scenes of a stu-
dent's conscious self and take a 
look at the real motives for go-
ing to college. 
It would not be too surprising 
YOU COIJlQ HAVE. IJSEb 
THE S'TA I~S TQ N I GHT1 
OI.I~MY- ITS OPEOII HoUSE 
BY RICHAJtD INDERMILL 
Iutructor ill Psycbolou 
to discover such reasons as 
parental pressures, the mating 
call, profit making (ultimately), 
or draft dodging. At times it 
seems as if learning has become 
a secondary benefit one might 
receive if lucky. 
AS A FIRST YEAR TEACHER, 
I certainly am not qualified to 
be an intelligent critic of teach-
ing technique. However, I do 
have some observations that 
have proven meaningful to me. 
First, it is impossible to teach 
someone who does not want to 
learn. Second, those who want 
to learn will do so (sometimes 
in spite of the teacher or his 
technique). Third, the most 
meaningful learning takes place 
with an abundance of student 
participation. 
The following ideas on student 
participation are not original 
with me, but have grown out 
of experimental studies conduct-
ed in various places and by 
many educators and psycholo-
gists. Two current researchers 
are Jack R. Gibb of the Na-
tional Training Laboratories and 
Carl Rogers of Western Be-
havior Sciences Institute. 
IT IS IMPORTANT to remem-
ber that the student is the pri-
mary participant in the educa-
tive process. Somehow in the 
process of the development of 
traditional education, the roles 
of the student and the teacher 
have become the reverse of what 
they should be in participative 
education. 
In traditional education the 
teachers do what the students 
should do and the students ad: 
as disinterested observers of the 
process. 
The teacher robs the student 
of these vital experiences: he 
sets goals for the student, form-
ulates the questions and prob-
lems, evaluates progress, plans 
the course and the lectures, 
thinks about course problems 
outside of class hours, and does 
most of the talking. 
IT IS EASY TO understand 
why you will hear teachers say, 
"I never learned so much as in 
my first year of teaching." 
Ideally, "participative educa-
tion" would have students re-
place the teachers as the partici-
pants in education. Students 
then could set their own edu-
cational goals, make their own 
assignments, organize and eval-
uate their own courses. 
Experiments conducted a t 
Michigan State University and 
the University of Colorado have 
demonstrated that such educa-
tional programs can be success-
ful. 
In a society where we ex-
perience mostly autocratic or 
paternalistic leadership it is easy 
to become rather dependent. A 
person who has relied upon 
leaders for years will require 
training before he can develop 
the basic skills and attitudes 
needed in a participative group. 
IT MIGHT BE WORTH the ef-
fort, however, when one con-
siders that most effective hu-
man learning is largely the pro-
cess of s o c i a I interaction. 
Growth occurs when interpreta-
tions are checked with others 
and there is an interchange of 
ideas. 
The student then becomes an 
active participant in the learn-
ing process. The teacher can 
contribute to the group with 
his knowledge and experience; 
however, he is only one unit of 
the group learning process. 
? 
~ 
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B&B's Report Excitement on Tour 
By Kay Gowen 
The Harding Belles and Beaux 
report many exciting experi-
ences from their travels over-
seas to entertain troups. Being 
kept under constant guard in 
the danger zone in Korea was 
not the easiest-to-forget of these. 
After about two weeks in 
Japan, the group went to Korea, 
Mr. Kim was the bus driver 
assigned to them. He taught 
them a Kor~an folk song which 
they used in their performances 
in Korea. 
Language difficulties caused 
some problems. One 30-minute 
TV show took two hours to tape 
because the Belles and Beaux 
could not understand Korean in-
structions. 
Walker Hill Resort 
During the Korean tour, the 
group stayed in Walker Hill re-
sort in the mountains outside of 
Seoul. They were given a tea 
there by the Secretary-General 
of the army. 
On Jan. 23, armed military 
escorts accompanied them to 
all appointments and they had 
to stay on the base overnight to 
benefit from constant protection 
during the outbreak in Korea. 
A stranger, thought to be an 
infiltrator, made attempts to get 
on their bus, but was run down 
and held captive by Mr. Kim 
until police arrived. 
Belles and Beaux at -21 o 
Weather helped to make the 
trip more interesting for the 
Belles and Beaux with a -21 o 
temperature one day in Seoul. 
One show had the last two 
numbers presented in the dark 
because one of the girls caught 
her heel on a switch which con-
trolled the lights. 
The Belles and Beaux very 
recently entertained a group of 
wounded soldiers who have just 
returned from Viet Nam. 
On Jan. 20, they visited the 
second highest missile base in 
the world and some of the boys 
were delighted to "shoot mis-
siles." 
Korea had good, receptive 
crowds, with 400 or more in at-
tendance at most performances. 
The Belles and Beaux are now 
back in Japan with five days 
of free time during which they 
will sing and visit at lbaraki 
Christian College. 
Following presentations in the 
Philippines and other places in 
r . "' ·-- ·- -. . ·-"t I This Saturday's S.A. Movie 
f KIRK 1 
t J!O.UGLAS · t 
f GENA ROWlANDS l 
f WALTER MATTHAU 
1 MtCHAEl KANE-CARROLL O'CONNOR·\W.LIAII SCHALLERT • A Joel Production i A Unive1'8al·lntotmational Release 
the Far East, the group will re-
turn to campus around mid-
night, March 10. 
Placement Office 
Gives Instructions 
The Placement Office requests 
that all graduating seniors, par-
ticularly those who wish , to use 
the services of this office during 
this spring and summer, please 
come in for a check of their 
files to be sure all needed in-
formation has been supplied. 
On Thursday, Feb. 8, Ross 
Spielman,· Personnel Manager, 
State Farm Insurance Com-
panies, will interview men in-
terested in non-selling positions 
in management and accounting 
or positions for Field Claim 
Representatives. This Company 
is opening a new Regional Office 
at Monroe, La., and will be re-
cruiting men for that office as 
well as for other locations. 
Representatives from the Bre-
vard County Board of Education, 
Fla., will be interested in talk-
ing with elementary or second-
ary teachers on Friday, Feb. 9. 
Brevard County includes Cape 
Kennedy, Melbourne, Titusville 
and boasts some of the finest 
schools in the country. 
E. K. Bennett, Manager Col-
lege Recruiting, Richmond, Va., 
will be on campus on Tuesday, 
Feb. 13, to talk with Business 
Administration major interest-
ed in a career in production. 
On the same date, Tuesday, 
Feb. 13, Charles Henderson, 
Supervisory Auditor, U. S. 
General Accounting Office, New 
Orleans, will be talking with 
accounting majors regarding the 
opportunities with GAO. Addi-
tional information and applica-
tion forms available at the 
Placement Office. 
Feb. 8, 11118 
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Oops!! Wrong New Dorm 
JOE CLEMENTS returns from vsiting the newly opened dormi-
tory for women. Clements found that there is a 10 p.m. curfew 
fn the neW dOrm, tOO, - PHOTO BY TERRY 
Maior in French is Among 
Harding Curriculum Additions 
By Bruce Smitb 
The addition of a major in 
French and an emphasis in 
speech therapy within t h e 
Master of Arts in Teaching pro-
gram were among new additions 
to the curriculum announced by 
Dean Joseph Pryor last week. 
Also, the Bachelor of Science 
in Secretarial Science has been 
broadened to a Bachelor of Arts 
in Secretarial Science, and the 
more specialized degree will be 
termed the Bachelor of Science 
in Office Administration. 
The new M.A.T. degree in 
speech therapy, which will be 
offered beginning in the sum-
mer session ahead, will qualify 
students academically for certi-
fication as speech therapists by 
the American Speech and Hear-
ing Association. 
PrimarUy for Summer 
The new program, to be ad-
ministered primarly during the 
summer session, will give pro-
spective therapists the required 
275 clock hours of clinical speech 
therapy work as well as adding 
five graduate credit courses to 
the speech department. 
I 
American Heritage Auditorium - 7:00 p.m. 
Adults SOc - Children 25c 
! UMKC Singers Perform Here 
The new courses are: 406G-
Advanced Audiology (3 hours 
credit); 461G-Anatomy a n d 
Physiology of the Speech and 
Hearing Mechanism (3); 500-
0rganic SpeeCh Disorders (3); 
SOl-Seminar in Speech Patho-
logy (3) ; and 503-Clinical 
Practice (1-3). 
Four upper level, three hour 
French courses will be added to 
the department of Foreign 
Languages and L i t e r a t u r e. 
French 40lx, Literature of the 
Renaissance, will be offered in 
the fall of 1968. 
I 
Corning Next Week 
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By Kay Gowen 
T h e internationally - famous 
Heritage Singers from tht> Uni-
versity of Missouri at Kansas 
City presented a choral program 
on the Harding stage Thursday 
night, Feb. I. 
The program, one of many 
during a 5-state tour, presented 
music from major historical 
periods and included a repre-
sentative of large choral works, 
the "Magnificat" by Claudio 
Monteverdi. The final section 
was centered around American 
music;, including folk songs, bal-
lads and other melodies woven 
into a narrative style presenta-
tion by the director, Dr. Everett 
Hendricks. 
FAMILY 
SHOE 
STORE 
Featuring 
a..l aM IGMicraft 
SMes,., Me. 
Fiallc:ees 
Miss WOIIclerful 
PeiP..wSIIees ,_o ... • 
200 Nerth Spring 
The 45-voice chorus, chosen by 
audition from the student body, 
recently appeared on NBC radio 
in "Great Choirs of America" 
and "Voices of Christmas." They 
have been heard on "Voice of 
America" radio broadcast for 
seven years. 
Dr. Hendricks, widely known 
in this country as a director and 
judge of music festivals, recent-
ly returned from a State Depart-
ment tour of 11 European coun-
tries, conducting and lecturing. 
He has been with the faculty 
of UMKC for 18 years. 
Lectureship Series 
Is At Abilene 
Speakers for the 50th annual 
Bible Lectureship at Abilene 
Christian College, to be held 
Feb. 18-22, have been announc-
ed by J. D. Thomas, lecture-
ship director. 
The 50th anniversary lecture-
ship will be the first held in the 
new Moody Coliseum-Auditor-
ium, now under construction on 
the campus of Abilene Christian. 
Delivering featured speeches 
in the coliseum will be Jack 
Pope, Austin, and V. J. Black, 
Mobile, Ala. Pope will speak 
Sunday night on the topic 
"Crowning 50 Years" and BlacK 
Thursday night on "Reaching 
the Masses With tbe Gospel." 
Chapel speakers and their 
topics will be Bob Douglas, 
Beirut, Lebanon, "The World 
Challenge;" Akio Limb, Osaka, 
Japan, "Three Dimensions of 
Greatness;" Ed Rockey, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., "Youth and Com~ 
mitment;" and M. N o r v e l 
Young, Los Angeles, "What 
~eallv Matters?" 
Its sequel, 402x-French Clas-
sicism, will be offered in the 
sprinK of 1969. French 403x, 
literature of the 18th century, 
will alternate semi-annually with 
40lx, and will· be offered first in 
the fall of 1969. Literature of 
the 19th century, 404x, will alter-
nate similarly with 402x and will 
be offered first in the Spring of 
1970. 
In Speech 
In. the speech department, 
Radio Laboratory, 14lx, will 
give one hour credit for work 
on the college radio station not 
to exceed two hours. Also, a 
major in speech will now re-
quire four hours credit in co-
curricular speech coiJrses-131, 
141, 151, or 210 and 300--includ-
ing at least two areas. 
Honors English 103 will be 
numbered 113 and will be listed 
as an "Honors Course." A new 
history course, Modern Ameri-
can Historv-403, will be offered 
on sufficient demand for three 
hours credit. 
Stroaa ill Cornetlea 
According to Dr. Pryor, Har-
ding has a strong major in the 
speech correction area, with 
Dr.'s Richard Walker and Doyle 
Ward each holding a major em-
phasis in speech correction and 
audiology. 
The changes in curriculum, 
especially those involving ma-
jors, were prompted by general 
need ol the colleKe and student 
body. Dr. Pryor noted that, 
especially in dle French area, 
a "lot of people" have expressed 
interest. 
The changes, especially the 
French major, will probably 
bring additional faculty mem-
bers. 
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Preparation for Prodigal 
HANK McDANIEL and Mary Alice Smith help in making the 
stage ready for "The Prodigal" to be presented Feb. 15. 
- PHOTO BY TERRY 
Stage Construction for 'Prodigal' 
Progresses Toward 1Oth Century 
Stage construction for the 
forthcoming Speech Department 
presentation, The Prodigal, by 
Jack Richardson, is progressing 
toward similarities of lOth cen-
try B C. culture. 
The play, which will be pre-
sented Feb. 15 and 16, is under 
the direction of Thomas Rep-
part and technical directo.r Andy 
Saunders. 
The primary problem facing 
the construction crew is the con-
stant struggle for period realism. 
Books and films dealing with 
Mycenaean and Minoan civili-
zations in ancient Greece and 
Crete were carefully studied be-
fore c o n s t r u c t i o n began. 
Sketches and elevations were 
also drawn, adapting Mycenaean 
architectural motifs to the Har-
ding stage. 
Other construction crews are 
also preparing for the Feb. 15 
opening. Skteches of costumes, 
patterns and material crowd the 
bulletin boards and work tables. 
Ae;ain research insures theatri-
cal authenticity; pictures of 
Cretan dress are studied and 
adapted for current modesty. 
Actors experiment with make-
up, observing the various effects 
they are able to achieve. There 
is the constant and unanimous 
attempt to understand and to 
identify with the ancient civili-
zations which produced the birth 
of western literature. Each 
must master the complexities of 
his own on-stage character. 
The action of the play is based 
on the Agamemnon myth. The 
setting is a theatrical reproduc-
tion of the ancient Minoan and 
Mycenaean palace. The impact 
of the drama, however, is perti-
nent to contemporary struggles 
for self-development in today's 
society. 
Cast for the play includes 
Chuck Miller from Boise, ld., 
Lynda Bahler from Oregon, Mo., 
Bill Keesling from Sylvia, Kans., 
Becky Schreiber from Blooming-
ton, Ind., Linda Frost from 
Nashville, Ark., Chuq Parker 
from Newton, Kans., Steve San-
derson from Kailua, Hawaii, 
Gwen Horton- from Memphis, 
Tenn. and Patricia Nolle from 
St. Louis, Mo. 
l-larding Citizens Give Responses 
To Student Association Questionnaire 
By Richard Davis 
Six hundred fifty Harding 
students responded to a Student 
Association questionnaire which 
was distributed at the general 
S.A. meeting on Dec. 11, 1967. 
The number of students re-
sponding represented a little 
more than a third of the entire 
student body at that time, a 
fact which was somewhat dis-
appointing to Mike O'Neal, SA 
president. "I had expected about 
three-fourths," said O'Neal. 
The questionnaire sampled 
student opinion and figures on 
five different topics: pledge 
week, the Thanksgiving lecture-
ship, the lyceum program, rules 
and standards and the general 
attitude toward the work of the 
Student Association. 
Most Important Questions 
Following are the figures on 
some of the most important 
questions asked. The results will 
be given in numbers of students 
answering in a particular way, 
instead of in percentages, since 
the number of students answer-
ing any particular question often 
were so small as to be unre-
presentative of the entire Har-
ding population. 
Pledge Week 
Q: "Which of the following do 
you believe would be best for 
pledge week? "A: 6th week, 189; 
7th week, 141; lOth week, 143; 
11th week, 138; other, 15. 
Q: "Pledge week now lasts 
from Monday night until Friday 
night. Would you like to see it: 
shortened, 173; left the same, 
429; lengthened, 50. 
Q. "Did you have any tests 
during pledge week?" Yes, 393. 
No, 232. One test, 227; two tests, 
131; three tests, 25; four tests, 
9. 
Q: "Do you feel that the pledg-
Miss Joyce Slovak 
Is Bride of Porter 
Joyce Slovak became the 
bride of Tom Porter in a double 
ring ceremony Saturday, Jan. 
27, in Springfield, Mo. 
Both are juniors at Harding. 
Mrs. Porter is a history major 
and is active i.n American 
Studies and Oege social club. 
Porter, a speech major, is presi-
dent of Pioneer social club and 
actively participates in varsity 
debate. 
Other Harding students who 
took part in the wedding cere-
mony were Carolyn Cook, maid 
of honor; Jean Flippin, brides-
maid; Jimmy Deal, best man; 
and Drew Fuller, soloist. 
Mrs. Porter is a native of 
Richardson, Tex., while Porter 
is from Springfield. They will 
live in Searcy. 
ing rules should be more strictly 
enforced?" Yes, 273. No, 344. 
Lectureship 
Q: "Did you attend any lec-
tures other than those required 
in Bible classes?" Yes, 373. No, 
276. 
Q: "Did you go home on Fri-
day after Thanksgiving?" Yes, 
196. No, 452. 
Q: "If you answered 'no' on 
question 2, would you have gone 
home if Friday had been a 
single-cut day?" Yes, 218; No, 
234. 
Q: "Do you feel that the lec-
ture ship is: directed primarily 
toward visitors, 418; directed 
primarily toward students, 11; 
directed equally toward visitors 
and students, 186?" 
Q: "Do you feel that the lec-
tureship · should be: directed 
more toward visitors, 83; left as 
it is, 267 ; directed more toward 
students, 251. 
Q: "Would you be willing to 
pay an admission fee of about 
2-3 dollars to get a popular sing-
ing group for a lyceum?" Yes, 
445. No, 193. 
Rules 
Q: "Have you ever been off-
campus on a car date without 
permission?" Yes, 290. No, 345. 
Q: "Do you feel that students 
would take advantage of privi-
leges if car dating rules were 
liberalized." Yes, 294. No, 374. 
Q: "Should the same dating 
regulations apply to upperclass-
men that applv to freshmen?" 
Yes, 201. No, 328. 
Q: "Do you feel that Harding 
as a Christian college has a re-
sponsibility to require church 
attendance?" Yes, 315. No, 329. 
Q. "Would you respect the 
rules more if thev were en-
forced?" Yes, 369. No, 225. 
Student Association 
Q: "Do you consider the SA 
as party-planners or as a rep-
resentative body capable of 
handling problems of concern 
to the students?" Party plan-
ners, 151. Problem-solvers, 406. 
Manv students who replied to 
the questionnaire made lengthv 
written comments, many of 
them expressing discontent with 
cP.rtain phases of school oolicy. 
Jana. Hankins Is Regina President 
Jana Hankins, a junior from 
Springfield, Mo., was recently 
voted to serve as spring semes-
ter president of the Regina 
social club. Having served in 
the same capacity last semester, 
the home economics major was 
unanimously re-elected by her 
33 club sisters. 
Serving as vice president is 
Carolyn Medearis, a senior Eng-
lish major from Kansas City, 
Kans. 
The office of secretary went 
to another Springfield resident, 
Marsha Murphy. Marsha is a 
sophomore and is an English 
major. 
Serving as treasurer is Sue 
Hyde of Russellville. She is a 
senior home economics major. 
Sharing responsibilities as his-
torians for the club are Debbie 
Janes and Dorlea Dowdy. Hail-
ing from Searcy, Debbie is a 
junior home economics major; 
while Dorlea, a freshman music 
major, is a member of A Cap-
pella Chorus and Belles and 
Beaux. 
Linda Newcomb was voted 
parliamentarian. Coming to Har-
ding from Henderson, Ky., the 
officer is a sophomore and is 
majoring in mathematics. 
Regina's athletic director is 
Deanna Lawyer of Lamar, Ark., 
Deanna is a sophomore elemen-
tary education major. 
Judy Coffman, a s en i o r 
journalism major, is club re-
porter. Judy is a native of 
Jackson, Tenn. 
Besides already having taken 
their outing to Petit Jean, mem-
bers of the club are planning a 
Feb. 17 banquet at the Red 
Apple Inn. 
Sponsored by Mrs. Joseph 
(Bessie Mae) Pryor, Reginas 
have as their beau Dick Berry-
hill. A junior science major 
from Searcy, Dickie is a mem-
ber of Sub-T-16 social club. 
WINTER'S 
HERE P . 
See Our 
Line of 
WINTER 
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COUNSELORS WANTED 
Beverly Moody 
Moody-Culp Wed 
In Kingman, Kans. 
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne E. 
Moody of Kingman, Kans., an-
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their 
daughter, Beverly Jean, to Mr. 
William L. Culp, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Lowell 0. Culp, of 
Little Rock, Ark. 
Miss Moody, a transfer from 
Oklahoma Christian College, is 
a senior majoring in psyc;hology 
and socioloJtY. She is a member 
of Kappa Delta social club and 
the B~son band. Mr. Culp is pre-
sently an instructor in Sociology. 
Al: 1Uit 3 has been selected as 
the weeki~ date. 
At CAMP BLUE HAVEN 
LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO 
..World's Largest Christian Youth Camp" 
I, I 00 Acres in Beautiful, Cool Rockies 
Nine Weeks of Work - June 9 to August 9 
Boy Counselon paid $35.00 per week Girt Counselors paid $20.00 per week 
Applicants Must Have Completed Two Years College by June 1, 1968. No applications accepted after March 15. 
Experience helpful, but not necessary. WRITE: 
Larry Brown, 233 Aspen, Hereford, Texas 79045 
-
A NEW COLOR television is just OQe of the many features of 
living 1ft the new WOmen'S dOrmitory, - PHOTO B Y TERRY 
John's Auto Supply 
Complete Automotive Parts 
and Accessories 
1414 E. Race CH 5-6136 
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Dormitory Councils Elected 
The newly~tablished men's 
and wo~en·s dormitory collncils 
held their first meeting Monday, 
Feb. 5, at 8 p.m. in the Ameri-
can Heritage Auditorium. 
The purpose of the meeting 
was to provide a clarification of 
the constitution to the council 
members, and was presided over 
by SA president Mike O'Neal 
and Richard Davis. 
The · main purposes of the 
councils are to provide recom-
mendations concerning dormi-
tory affairs and, hopefully, to 
provide a better basis for com-
munication between students and 
administration. 
AlUson to Sponsor 
Dean Carl Allison, who is to 
sponsor the group, was repre-
sented at the meeting by Bob 
Corbin, who expressed optimism 
over the plans and hopes for the 
future or the dormitory councils. 
The 24-member boys dorm 
council elected Harry Lay chair-
man and John Buck secretary. 
The 29-member girls dorm coun-
cil elected Jane Parker chair-
man and Hiroko Sando secre-
tary. 
Brian Anderson represents the 
Stapleton House on the council. 
Jim Shawver is the Berryhill 
House delegate. The dormitory 
representatives represent each 
wing of four men's dorms. Chris 
Parker is the only representative 
chosen to represent West Dorm. 
Armstrong Representatives 
Representing the north wings 
of Armstrong Hall are Jerry 
Flowers, first floor ; Ken Mer-
rilt, second floor; and Tim West, 
third floor. On 1he south wing, 
Jim Crawford is the urst floor 
representative; ·Phil Robertson 
is the second floor delegate; and 
Harrell Austin is the third floor 
nominee. 
Larcy- McKenzie serves as the 
first floor A-wing tepresentative 
floor representative; Harry Paul 
Bruce Bennett represents the 
second floor of the same divi-
sion ; and Jerry Brock is the A-
wing's third floor representative. 
In the B-section of the dorm, 
Ted Parkhurst is the first floor 
from the New Boy's Dorm 
Lay is the second floor repre-
sentative and Marvin Robertson 
is the third floor representative. 
Buck, Beason, Cherry 
In Graduate Dorm, John Buck 
is the first floor singles repre-
sentative. Lee Beason sen1es the 
second floor of the singles divi-
sion as delegate and Jerry 
Cherry is the third floor repre-
sentative. 
In the center section of Grad-
uate, Lynn McCauley is the first 
floor representative. Floyd Ricks 
is the second floor representa-
tive, and Ted McLaughlin is the 
third floor representative to the 
council. 
The east section of Graduate 
is represented on the council by 
John Hanson, first floor; David 
Winter, second floor ; and Jeff 
Stitt, third floor. 
In the girl's dormitory coun-
cil, Suzie Wiles is the repre-
centative from the B e n s o n 
House. In Kendall, the west 
wing is represented by Donna 
Anderson, first floor ; Donna 
Deason, second floor ; and Judy 
Parsons, third floor. 
Kendall East 
The east wing of Kendall dele-
gates are Dorlea Dowdy, first 
floor; Pat Smith, second floor ; 
and Martha Hicks, third floor. 
Cathcart Dorm has eight rep-
resentatives. Bonnie Dailey is 
the representative frgm the ·first 
floor, north wing. Joyce Little-
john represents the second floor 
of the north wing and Peggy 
Tarpley is the representative 
from the third floor. 
In the south section of Cath-
(Continued on page 6) 
AS Group l-lears Dr. Thonsor, Lyons 
Two noted scholars, D r. 
Stephen Thonsor and Eugene 
Lyons, recently spoke on the 
Harding campus as part of the 
school's American Stu~ies pro-
gram. 
Dr. Thonsor, a history pro-
fessor at the University of Michi-
gan, addressed a dinner meet-
ing of the group Thursday night. 
His subject was "Environmental-
ism in the 19th Century as, 
Evidenced by the Works of 
Marx and Dan.Vin." 
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Citing them as the two most 
formidable figures of the nine-
teenth century, he noted points 
of similarity in their philosophies 
as well as their differing ideas. 
Neither, Nor 
"Neither author was new or 
revolutionary," he pointed out. 
"Darwinism was a combina-
tion of o t h e r evolutionary 
theories with the Malthusian 
idea; Marxism was a combina· 
tion of German philosophies." 
He noted three changes dur-
ing the 1850's which charged 
both works: a revolution in the 
way men thought about time; a 
transition in the character of 
nature; and a retreat from the 
community thought to the in-
dividual one. 
"Both believed in evolution," 
he concluded, "irt that they felt 
that all things move toward a 
higher end. Darwin applied this 
in the animal realm and Marx 
worked in the world of ideas." 
Lyons Spoke Jan. 25 
The speech by Lyons on Jan. 
25 was open to the general 
public. In it he charged the 
American press with extremely 
poor handling of the 50th an-
niversary of the Bolshevik Revo-
lution last November. 
"It is hard to believe that a 
free press would play up the 
Russian achievements so openly 
while concealing 50 years of 
hideous crime," he asserted. 
"These stories were a propa-
ganda triumph for the Commu-
nists." 
Lyons is senior editor of 
Reader's Digest. He previously 
spent six years in Moscow as a 
United Press correspondent. 
Real Failure 
"Of course, the real failure of 
the communistic system is the 
concentration of power," he 
pointed out. His speech was 
liberally dotted with sarcasm 
which kept his audience chuck-
ling throughout the speech. 
Three guideposts for the care-
ful reader to use in discerning 
fact from propaganda involved 
being wary of liberal public 
opinion quotes, refusing to 
swallow alibis for obvious fail- ' 
ures of the Communist Party. 
and being careful of Russian 
claims to have invented every-
thin~, 
After their talks, both speak-
ers answered questions fr:>m the 
floor. They were introduced by 
Billy Ray Cox, director of the 
American Studies program. 
Professor Thonsor 
On Environmentalism 
EclitorLj'oils 
Press in Error 
. ' 
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Johnson (Fred) Gives IRS Tax Info 
Students who worked part-
time or during the summer may 
have a refund coming on their 
1967 Federal income tax re-
turns, according to Fred W. 
Johnson, District Director of In-
ternal Revenue for Arkansas. 
Students are required to file a 
tax return if they earned $600 
or more. If they ea~ned less 
W 4 ·4i& U - • QO LG: 
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Anderson 
Rhydonia Holt, Anderson Say Vows 
The DoWJltown Church of Christ, Searcy, Ark., was the setting 
Saturday, Jan. 20 at 4 p.m. for the wedding of Rhydonia Ruth Holt 
and Virgil Paul Anderson. The bride is the daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Houston Holt of Harrisburg, DJ. The bridegroom is the son 
of Mrs. Lois Anderson and the late Mr. Hughey Anderson of 
Portageville, Mo. 
Dr. Edward Sewell of Harding officiated. The candle lighters 
were Rhyta and Daniel Holt, sister and brother of the bride. 
Miss Charlotte Holt served her sister as maid of honor, with 
Sharon Holt, Wanda Stafford and Doris Denny as bridesmaids. 
The bridegroom was attended by Curtis Anderson, best man 
and groomsmen, Bill Trickey, Robert Holt and Eugene Polk. Roger 
Graham and Charlie Williard served as ushers. 
The bride is a senior at Harding, the groom is employed with 
the University of Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station. 
than $600 and taxes were with-
held from wages by their em-
ployers, they should file a return 
in order to obtain a refund of 
the tax withheld from their 
wages. 
Under a recent provision, a 
minimum standard deduction is 
allowed of $200 plus $100 for 
each exemption. Thus, married 
couples filing joint returns are 
entitled to $400 minimum deduc-
tion plus another $100 for each 
additional exemption. 
May Earn $900 
An unmarried student may 
earn $900 in 1967 without owing 
any Federal income tax - the 
usual $600 personal exemption, 
plus a $300 minimum standard 
deduction. This minimum stand-
ard deduction may be used or 
deductions may be itemized. 
Students are entitled to claim 
their own personal exemption 
when filing a tax return, Mr. 
Johnson said. Parents who 
furnish more than one-half the 
total cost of support for their 
child who · is a full-time student 
may also claim him as an ex-
emption on their tax return, un-
less the child is married and is 
filing a joint return with his or 
her spouse. 
Those students who receive 
scholarship and f e I I o w s h i p 
grants often have a technical 
problem, and if there is any 
doubt concerning whether the 
grants are taxable, they should 
seek help from the nearest In-
ternal. Revenue Service Offir:e. 
Taxable and Non-taxable 
Sometimes there is a fine line 
of distinction between non-tax-
able scholarships and fellowships 
and taxable compensation for 
services performed as an in-
structor, laboratory assistant, 
research assistant, or in other 
similar oositions. 
Students who are required to 
file Federal income tax returns 
and are expecting a refund 
should complete their tax re-
turn as soon as possible before 
April 15, 1968, and mail them 
to the Director, Intern:tl Reve-
nue Service Center, 3651 South 
Interregional Highway, Austin, 
Texas 78740. 
Staff Changes ••• 
(Continued from page I) 
fact that the society editor posi-
tion "didn't pan out," McBride 
said. "Since most of our society 
was weddings and club news 
which are reported by indivi-
duals anyway, the office was al-
most a do-nothing-position ," the 
editor stated. 
MO-;-ERN BAR~~ , ~~~~--~ 
HELP NEEDED 1 
Crouch, who is a sophomore 
biology major, was given the 
sports editorship after having 
worked with intramurals. 
"I felt that David has im-
proved and is ready to be sports 
editor," McBride said. 
Dorm Council ••• 
(Continued from page 5) 
cart, Susan Anderson is the first 
floor representative, · Shirley 
Bess, second floor; and Sandra 
Green, third floor. Mary Lou 
Austin is the delegate from the 
second floor of the east section . 
Virginia Pruitt is the representa-
tive of the third floor. 
Patti Cobb Delegates 
The representatives of Patti 
Cobb Hall are Dee Gregory, 
second floor, north wing; Emily 
Gambrell, second floor, south 
wing; Frankie Bradley, third 
floor, north wing; Katherine 
Julian, second floor, north wing, 
and Trudi McVicker, third floor, 
southern wing. 
Carolyn Craig is the first 
floor representative of the north. 
Kay Jones is the second floor 
wing of the New Girl's Dorm. 
delegate, and Molly Lipe is the 
third . '.oor nominee. 
I 
Across From The New Science Building 
I 
I 
1 
I 
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First Security 
Bank 
~h w. 
Let Us Serve You 
Bank Security First 
CH 5-5831 
·~j "' 
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.-Monday thru Saturday 
Prices Good February 8·1 0 
Six Diamond 
Bridal 
Set 
Reg. $59.95 
G. D.P. 
$33.88 
JifJ]e. tlal/11 do p_! 
Reg. 
$1.39 
Imperial Size 
Ban Deodorant 
Extra Large Size 
Roll on $1.00 Value 
G. D.P. 
47e 
M-30 Audio Stereo 
Complete with 4 Speakers and Track 
by Muntz 
$59.95 Value 
G. D.P. 
$33.88 
• 
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A Most Elaborate Briefing 
ALL EYES AND EARS are fixed on Dr. Kenneth Davis, Jr., as be gives last minute instructions 
to the Belles and Beaux before they left on Far East tour. 
STUDY IN THE 
HEART OF EUROPE 
Pepperdine College offers you the 
opportunity to study for a year in 
the heart of Europe - an annual 
program of Christian education in 
Europe, with permanent headquar-
ters in its own building in Heidel-
berg, the site of Germany's oldest 
university. 
Classes are held four days a week, 
Monday through Thursday, permit-
ting travel to major cities on long 
weekends. The class . schedule in 
Germany follows Pepperdine's tri-
mester calendar (a year-round edu-
cation program which extends from 
September to August and equals 3 
semesters of study) with opportu-
nity to enroll on April 22, Septem-
ber 3, 1968- January 6, 1969. 
Students may enroll at the begin-
ning of any trimester for two 
trimesters of study. Courses offered 
include history, literature, Bible, 
philosophy, psychology, social sci-
ence, music, and art. The facilities 
at the university of Heidelberg are 
available to Pepperdine students. 
Applicc:tions will be accepted from 
students of Pepperdine and other 
colleges. The Year in Europe pro-
gram is designed for the junior or 
senior year; qualified students with 
advanced sophomore standing will 
be considered. 
Several school-sponsored tours are 
included in the activity fee; credit 
terms available. Work is transfer-
able for credit. 
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Kansas Daily Paper Says 
1967 Absurd, Ludicrous 
It was a year of the absurd, 
the ludicrous, the ridiculous. 
The "happenings" of 1967, 
notes the University of Kansas 
DaUy Kansan, make one won-
der how we got started up the 
down staircase and where it's 
taking us. 
Take, for example, the Kansan 
suggests, these phenomena of 
the year: 
LBJ rejected an excellent por-
trait of himself as the "ugliest 
thing" he ever saw. Then he be-
came a grandfather to a young-
ster whose "Republicrat" father 
called him an "elephant" and 
he marri_ed off his daughter to 
a Vietnam-bound Marine captain 
instead of the undrafted George 
Hamilton. 
Hlppiedoin Heralded 
The birth and death of hippie-
dom was heralded, and for a 
while Hai~ht-Ashbury me ant 
love. Inaugurated, it seemed, by 
Lady Bird's beautification pro-
gram, flower power appeared to 
be a permanent thing. Bubble-
gum companies were offering 
flower-printed paper dresses by 
mail order. 
Paper was in, along with 
plastic and aluminum wrap. You 
could order a floor-length paper 
wedding dress for $1.50 or a 
tin-foil mini-dress for slightly 
more. 
A matronly Shirley Temple, 
wearing the longest skirt of the 
year, danced her way back into 
the public eye for a few btief 
shining moments, while Everett 
Dirksen entertained thoughts 
that he could sing while being 
LBJ's best buddy. Posters of 
Ronnie Reagan in a cowboy suit 
are selling well, but does that 
mean the honorable governor 
can ride on into the White 
House? 
Bobby Kennedy became a 
father for the tenth time and 
Ethel still played touch football 
before breakfast. 
Norman Mailer wrote another 
book and for lack of a better 
title it "Why Are We In Viet-
nam?" 
Hula Hoop Sboops 
The hula hoop returned, this 
time with a ball bearing inside 
that caused a "shoop-shoop" 
when the hoop went around. It 
was called, cleverly enough, the 
"shoop-shoop hula hoop." 
The hippies added a new 
dimension to American slang. 
The "straight" world was en-
couraged to "tune in, turn on, 
and drop out," "go where it's 
at," "do your own thing," and 
"find your bag." 
Psychedelic posters heralded 
the psychedelic era and brought 
along some of the most estab-
lishment-shocking crazes yet. It 
was a year for the "don't touch 
me" skin as bodies were paint-
ed in psychedeiic swirls of 
color. 
But · it seemed girls couldn't 
decige whether they wanted to 
look like little girls - with ring-
lets, Mary Jane shoes, and white 
stockings - or super-zombies 
with silver-painted, rhinestone-
lined eyes and the smasher-
flasher fashions of psychedelia. 
Frank Sinatra was married, 
saw his daughter achieve fame, 
had his front teeth knocked out, 
and was separted from his young 
wife- all in one year. 
Wendy. Vanderbilt's favorite 
evening dress in 1967 cost $26. 
Black be<;ame fashionable again 
in haute couture and, among 
other lesser powers, B l a c k 
Power was the going thing. 
Top Songs 
The No. 1 song in Detroit dur-
ing the summer riots was "Light 
My Fire" by the Doors and a 
group called the Grateful Dead 
came out with a song called 
"The Cream Puff War." 
The Beatles grew long hair, 
put on granny glasses, took les-
sons on the sitar from Ravi 
Shankar, then released an album 
entitled "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely 
Hearts Club Band." 
The Arab-Israeli war yielded 
a series of jokes, such as the 
Arab tanks with back-up lights 
ot the zillion dollar movie of 
the war called "The Shortest 
Dav." 
Pepperdine College 
Then there was the scandal 
when. in the midst of the crisis, 
Egyptian Omar Sharif kissed 
Jewess Barbra Streisand during 
the movie version of "Funny 
Girl." YEAR IN EUROPE 
And, to add to all these prob-
lems, Billie Joe McAllister threw 
something off the Tallahatchie 
bridge and what it was we'll 
never know ... 
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Creator and Creation 
ART INSTRUCTOR Don Robinson stands with wood carving 
he is working on. Robinson joined the Harding faculty last year. 
- PHOTO BY TERRY 
Betcha' Didn't Notice 
Bison Switches To Offset 
To Improve Appearance 
By Jean Flippin 
In a move designed to im-
prove appearance and technical 
quality, the Bison has had an 
important change in printing 
technique starting with this 
issue, when it is switched from 
letterpress to offset lithography. 
Letterpress, involving printing 
from raised surfaces, is the old-
est and least expensive form of 
printing. The raised surfaces 
consist of either type bars or 
separate letters which are re-
versed and are all the same 
height. 
Left-to-Right Result 
When ink is passed over these 
letters, tt adheres to the type. 
Thus the image is cast directly 
onto the paper and produces a 
Jeft~to-ri_ght result. 
A major drawback to letter-
press printing is the poor quality 
of pictures which are repro-
duced. This fault has been 
remedied this year by the use 
of zinc engravings, but their 
tremendously high cost has dis-
couraged their use. 
Lithography is a relatively 
new process based on the princi-
ple that oil and water do not 
mix. Type is still set in the old 
way, but then the method goes 
farther than does letterpress. 
After a "proof" is made of 
the type, it is photographed in 
a special way. The resulting 
negative is then placed over a 
zinc plate and both are sub-
jected to an intense carbon arc 
light, which "burns" the nega-
tive image onto the plate. 
Ink, 00 and Water 
Ink has an oil base which will 
not combine with water. Thus, 
when both substances are passed 
over the z,inc plate on the press, 
ink adheres to the image and · 
water washes Gff the excess. 
The ink image is transferred 
to a rubber "blanket" which 
carrier the reversed area to the 
paper. Because the blank~t is 
pliable, it allows for greater 
adherence to rough paper. Be-
cause the process of going from 
image to paper is not direct, the 
process is said to be "offset," 
hence the popular name. 
Bob Davis 
GULF 
- a SERVICE Station 
- not a Filling Station 
1300 E. Race CH 5-9726 
Robins~n: Too Much t:o See and Do 
By Lynn McCauley 
In keeping with his belief that 
there "are too many things to 
see and do in life without be-
coming too specialized," Har-
dl~s assistant professor of art, 
Don Robinson, engages in these 
diversified activities. 
Robinson became interested 
in art while in grade school. 
Later in high school, his art 
teacher encouraged him to do 
his college work in the area. Al-
though he wanted to attend a 
Christian college, for financial 
reasons he went to Southwest 
Missouri State College in Spring-
field, Mo., where he received 
the B.S. with an emphasis in 
art. 
After becoming acquainted 
with Harding . through biology 
professor Bill Rushton while 
they were both teaching in a 
public school in Missouri, Robin-
son came here in 1962. Since 
that time he has received the 
master's degree from Colorado 
State College. 
Pottery and Sculpture 
Interests in pottery and sculp-
ture led him to the study of 
archaelogy. Nature study also 
fits in with, painting and the ap-
preciation of color schemes. 
Robinson is an avid hunter 
and fisherman. He has a col-
lection of Model 70 Winchester 
rifles, and be is something of 
an amateur gunsmith. His fish-
ing, which is generally done with 
a fly and a spinning reel, means 
an annual floating trip with his 
family down the Bryant River 
in Missouri, on which he played 
as a boy. 
Not a Regular Preacher 
Although he says that he has 
never considered himself as a 
regular preacher, he preached 
last year for the congregation 
at Beebe. This year he has sub-
stituted several times for vari-
ous congregations when needed. 
Now he teaches an adult Bible 
class for the Westside church 
in Searcy, where he and his 
family attend. 
When asked why the interest 
in art, he replied, "You can go 
into it intellectually as well as 
emotionally. The whole human 
being can become involved." 
•Lonely Are the Brave• 
Is This Week•s Movie 
"Lonely Are the Brave" will 
be presented as the Feb. 10 SA 
movie. 
Kirk Douglas and Gena Row-
lands star in this story of a 
modern outdoor adventure, 
r--~ - ~mitlt-Vau9ltaK 
Hardware - Furniture - Housewares - :;j ~"' 
Quick Monogram Service 
FREE PARKING 
311 East Race 
See our this-minute selection of 
twills, tweeds, stripes, checks, plaids, 
gabardines, bonded wools! 
McCall's 
8859 
Sew skirt-and-pants suits ... planter's jackets , •• 
Langley's National Fabric 123 N. spring 
· MceaJI•s Patterns: 
~ 
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Bustamante Talks ·About Cuba; 
Gives Opinions on American Life 
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ON OUR SIDE By Doug McBride (Editor's Note: This is the 
eoueludlng article in a two-part 
series about Antonio Ramon 
Bustamante, a freshman at Har-
ding wbo was born in Cuba. He 
left that country in 1962, four 
years after Fidel Castro took 
over tbe government of tbe 
island.) 
"You people in America don't 
know what you have; you should 
really appreciate it." 
This statement was T o n y 
Bustamante's message to the 
people of the United States. It 
Just A Few 
of the 
Wide Selection 
of 
POSTERS 
You'll Find at 
AQUA THRILLS 
925-876 
CHICAGO 
925-868 
-a,_, • IIJI,"Httl' Ill ·-
WE THE PEOPlE 
927-847X 
CANADA 
925 -877 
NORWAY 
927 -892 
SOUTHWEST CORNER OF 
COUU SQUAll 
came as the answer to the ques-
ton: what do you think of the 
United States citizens? 
Bustamante has lived in two 
civilizations, so to speak. In 
Cuba1 and in Costa Rico, he was 
exposed to the Spanish way of 
teaching al)d the Spanish tra-
ditions. This Cuban, who loves 
nature and likes to paint, likes 
the Spanish way of emphasizing 
philosophy in education. · 
To Get Education 
He came to Harding to get an 
education and yet finds it is 
hard to find someone with whom 
he can discuss the writings of 
people like Bertrand Russell, 
Jean-Paul Sarte and Zola. Busta-
mante has read extensively since 
the 11th grade, because, "I want 
to know where the rest of the 
world stands." 
In contemporary American 
literature, Bustamante likes to 
read the works of Tennessee 
Williams, Arthur Miller and' 
Thornton Wilder. His love of 
nature has led to his enjoyment 
of the sport of skin-diving. As 
for p a i n t e r s , Bustamante's 
favorite painting is "A Starry 
Night" by the Dutch painter Van 
Gogh. 
As for Castro and his govern-
ment, Bustamante said that 
there are four ways by which 
Castro might be removed from 
office. He could be killed; Russia 
could remove him; a plot to 
overthrow him could succeed; 
and he could resign. 
Into Three Types 
Tony divided the five million 
persons still in Cllba into three 
categories : those that follow 
Castro blindly, not understand-
ing what all is going on ; the 
new generation which is being 
indoctrinated; and the people 
who are too old to leave Cuba 
or rebel. 
Kennedy was more well-
thought of in Cuba while Busta-
mante was there than was his 
predecessor, D w i g h t Eisen-
hower, according to Tony. He 
blamed this on the fact that the 
industries and factories in Cuba 
were controlled and/or owned 
by American capitalists. Castro 
came in and took over these 
monopolies - "and they were 
monopolies" - of sugar cane, 
tobacco, electric power, tele-
vision and telephone. 
Had Land, Then None 
Castro then started an anti-
American campaign and initi-
ated agrarian and urban "re-
forms" in Cuba. The people were 
in a state of panic and confu-
sion. It was the agrarian re-
forms which struck at Busta-
mante's family. "One night we 
went to bed with land; the next 
morning we had none. It was 
that quick." 
Tony added that his grand-
mother was the only fortunate 
one. "She was sick and too old 
and never knew what was going 
on." 
Bustamante said that the peo-
ple of Cuba never have the real 
truth. He said that they probably 
knew very little about the shaky 
economic conditions in the coun-
try. He said that trade with 
Russia and Spain help to keep 
Cuba from collapsing. 
As was mentioned in the first 
article, Tony shook hands with 
Castro. Bustamante shook hands 
with Castro when both were 
visiting a newly opened govern-
ment aquarium Castro made a 
surprise appearance to inspect 
the work and Tony, 12 years 
old at the time, somehow got to 
shake his hand. 
He pointed out that not many 
people got to shake hands with 
the bearded dictator due to 
security precautions. 
REMAINING 
BASKETBALL GAMES 
Feb. 9 Arkansas Tech . .. . H 
Feb. 13 Henderson .. . .... .... . T 
Feb. 16 Arkansas A&M .T 
Feb. 20 Hendrix . . . H 
' Feb. 23 Southern State .... T 
Back 
the 
Bisons 
-- - ~-..,-..- ') 
WYATT'S BARBER SHOP ~ > ) 
} 
Razor Cuts $3.00 \ 
Hair StylinCJ $4.50 
) 
} 
' 
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Rand,s Poly Clean 
BY DAVID CROUCH 
Sports Editor 
AIC Outlook 
An unclaimed championship continues to haunt the 
AIC cage circle as any one of four teams could walk away 
with the top prize. · 
The pressure is on and for Arkansas College, Southern 
State, Henderson and Harding, these next two weeks will 
be the toughest. These four teams lead the conference with 
Harding in second place only 
one game out and the other 
there tied for first. 
Dick Winningham's Arkansas 
College Scots have been doing 
just what his name suggests -
"winning". The Scots boast a 
9-3 conference record and a 17-4 
mark overall. Those three con-
ference losses were dealt by the 
Reddies, The Muleriders and the 
Bisons. 
The Scots have the uncanny 
ability to win games without the 
aid of a "big" center. Their 
tallest man is only 6-4, and in 
a l.eague of boys 6-6 to 6-8 that's 
not considered big. T h e i r 
strength hinges on the outside 
play of Jim Haney and Bill 
Cossey, and if these two are 
hitting no team can stop them. 
WINNINGHAM'S FIVE have 
been atop the conference since 
the season began and they have 
no desire to vacate that spot 
now. After their loss to the 
Bisons last week, Winningham's 
only comment was, "Don't count 
us out yet." 
The '<J:lattest" team among 
the four has to be the Mule-
riders of Southern State. Before 
the Christmas break the Riders 
·looked no better than mediocre, 
but since then they have won 
eight straight conference games 
and announced to everyone their 
title hopes. 
In some way, W. T. Watson 
managed to tie all the loose 
ends together and now he hu 
a good chance of going to Kan-
sas City. The main factor in 
Southem State's success is that 
Ronnie Tollett has fallen into 
the groove, (hitting those key 
baskets). Tollett sank 31 points 
against Harding and the next 
game bombed Henders.on wJth 
25 in leading his team to two 
key-wins. 
ANOTHER REASON FOR the 
Riders climb to the top is fresh-
man Billy Barnes. His d~fense 
against the big centers and his 
muscle on the boards has greatly 
aided the team's efforts. 
The Henderson Reddies also 
have been close to the top all 
year and sophomore Larry 
Ducksworth is the r e a s on . 
Ducksworth leads the conference 
in rebounding and scoring, and 
makes the Reddie attack click. 
The Reddies still must face the 
tOP theree (two at hame and one 
on the road). The t'irst major 
battle was Tuesday nigbt, when 
the Reddies invaded Arkansas 
College. They now journey home 
to await the arrival of Southern 
State and Harding. 
If Ducksworth can stay out 
of foul trouble, the Reddies will 
give anyone a run for their 
money. 
THE BISONS HAVE A tough 
assignment ahead of them in 
their quest for the champion-
ship. Four of six remaining 
games are played on the road 
and six victories are needed. 
The Bison five must play Hen-
derson, Southern State and 
A&M on the opponent's home 
court, which is an ominous task 
for any team. 
The Bisons-' hopes lies in win-
ning these games and the hope 
that the other three teams will 
defea t each other. 
A loss now by any one of 
these teams means t hat it is 
all over for this year and the 
only thing to do is wait for next 
year to arrive. 
Second Session 
Played in Club Ball 
Club basketball completed the 
second round Saturday as Kappa 
Sigma, Koinonia, TAG and Chi 
Sigs all advanced into the quar-
ter-final rounds. · 
Koinonia had a narrow escape 
as they edged out the Knights 
in the final seconds 39-38. Allan 
Eldridge led the winners with 
17 points and Gary Isbell and 
Jim Brown had 10 each for the 
losers. 
A stubborn TNT five gave 
Kappa Sigma a good fight be-
fore the Kappa Sigs were able 
to pull away with their 63-54 
victory. Bobby Harpole led both 
teams with 20 points. 
TAG coasted to a 55-34 victory 
over Fraters and the Chi Sigs 
had little trouble defeating the 
Phi Gamma team 47-36. 
This week in· small club play 
Kappa Sigma meets Koinonia 
and TAG challenges the Chi 
Sigs. 
Laundry & Dry Cleaners 
Check Our Prices, Workmanship and Quality 
-Also One Day Shirt Se"ic:e-
We Appreciate Your Business 
Highway 67 East Next to "'The Plf" Drive 111 
• I 
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Bowling Coach: Team Should Go to Nationals 
By Ronn Reeve 
The AIC bowling season has 
not even begun, but new coach 
Ed Burt is already making bold 
predictions. "I expect to go all 
the way to the national cham-
pionship," says Burt, "and I'm 
going to be very disappointed if 
we don't win it." 
Such optimism is rare among 
coaches, but Burt has several 
very good reasons for such an 
attitude. 
One big reason for a positive 
outlook is the coach's own son. 
Charles Burt, a sophomore pre-
pharmacy major who went to 
high school in Batesville, aver-
aged 192 through AIC competi-
tion last year, then climaxed 
the season by copping the na-
tional singles championship in 
Kansas Citv. 
Burt's 202 average in the na-
tionals led Harding to a fourth 
place finish, by far the highest 
ranking of any Harding athletic 
team. This year's team has 
elected Charles to serve as their 
captain. 
Beck and Webb 
Also returning are last sea-
son's number two and three 
bowlers, Johnny Beck and 
Wet or lowli114]1? 
Charles Webb. Beck, a Hunts-
ville, Ala., junior majoring in 
business, is the real veteran of 
the squad. Johnny had the AIC's 
top average as a freshman and 
led the team to a sixth place 
finish nationally, then he served 
as team captain last year. 
Webb teamed with Burt in the 
national tournament to place 
second in doubles competition 
after carrying a 187 average 
through the pressure-packed 
early rounds. Webb is a sopho-
more business administration 
major from Carrolltown, Mo. 
Two other lettermen return to 
GALAXY'S DENNY REEXE shows his form in club bowling. The second semester of club com-
petitio~~ lilepa last Saturday. Galaxy WOD four games from Chi Sip. 
Muddy Football Drills Start 
.,.oa m. 
Harding's 1 9 6 8 footballers 
started spring training in typical 
style last Thursday by scrim-
maging for an hour in the mud 
at Alumni Field. 
Fifty athletes reported for the 
cold and wet session, the first 
of 20 February practices allowed 
by AIC rules. Head Coach John 
Prock divided the group into 
three balanced teams which will 
scrimmage often during the 
practice sessions. 
The Bisons will switch to a 
pro formation this spring, Coach 
Prock revealed. The new for-
Coach Prock Lists 
Forty LeHermen 
By R• KUlen 
Head football coach John 
Prock recently announced a list 
of 40 football lettermen for the 
1967 season. Nine of the athletes 
lettered for the fourth year, nine 
for the third, eight for the sec-
ond and 14 for the first. 
Nine of last fall's 10 seniors 
got their fourth letter. The tenth, 
Harry Lisle, was awarded his 
second letter for his two years 
at Harding. 
Four-year lettermen are Phil 
New, Jim Howard. James Street, 
Kenny Glass. Mel Jernigan, 
Dennis Manuel, Ronnie Killen, 
John Broderhausen and -Jim 
Davis. 
Tllree Year Lettei'IIH!II 
Three-year lettermen are Keith 
Williams, Lynn Pennington, Ron-
nie Rubio, Don Dixon, Jim 
Sharpe, Don Sinquefield, Carl 
Carlson, Randy Terrell and 
David Wofford. 
First-year lettermen are Vance 
Cox, David Treadwell, Dean Kil-
mer, David Berryhill, Ken Mer-
ritt, James Adams, David 
:Reves, Curtis Booker, Jim Dun-
can, James Eason, Bob Lend-
man, Mike Payne, Charles Caf-
fey and Wayne Stover. 
mation which will have a split 
end, a wide flanker and two 
running backs, will help spread 
out opponents' defenses and 
strengthen the Bisons' passing 
game. 
On Offense and Defense 
Coach Prock said he plans to 
look at each player on both of-
fense and defense and to 'make 
a number of personnel changes. 
He pl;tns to find the best 22 
and to put each on either the 
first offensive or defensive team. 
The Bisons are giving special 
attention to passing with plans 
to take full advantage of the 
passing advantages of the new 
formation. They are also work-
ing hard on pass defense. 
Last week the Bisons held 
single practices on Thursday and 
Friday and a pair of sessions 
on Saturday. Coach Prock hopec. 
to get in all of the twenty al-
lowed for February in spite of 
Arkansas's February weather 
which every year is cold, wet 
and inconsistent. · 
Jerry Copeland has been play-
ing quarterback for the Bisons. 
Two other signal callers, Don 
Dixon and Tommy Lewey, were 
injured in practice sessions last 
week. Lewey, who is a sopho-
more in eligibility, is a transfer 
student from Florence State. 
Praises KnfPt 
In addition to returnees, 
Coach Prock noted several 
bright spots among new players. 
He said that Bob Knight has 
"good experience and does a 
good job of hunting a hole." 
Knight, who was a red shirt last 
season, will probably fill one of 
the running back spots. 
Coach Prock cited Wayne Ball 
as a good receiver who will 
probably play some football. 
Osborne Added 
At the first of this semester 
Coach Roddy Osborne was ad-
ded to the Bison staff. Coach 
Osborne was an All-Southwest 
C o n f e r e n c e quarterback at 
Texas A&M in 1956. The next 
year he was second to All-
American King Hill. 
After graduation Coach Os-
borne was drafted by a pro 
team but had his career cut 
short by the military draft. He 
spent eight years in the Air 
Force and then earned a degree 
in psychology from Abilene 
Christian College before coming 
to Harding. Besides coaching, 
he is teaching psychology. 
Assistant Coach Jerry Mote 
is also working with the Bisons 
this spring. 
Four of last season's seniors 
are also helping with drills. Mel 
Jernigan and James Street are 
working with the offensive line 
and Harry Lisle and Phil New 
with the defensive secondary. 
r.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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give the team a strong nucleus 
of experience. They are juniors 
Jim Brown, a Lansing, Ill., ac-
counting major and Larry ,Por-
ter, a psychology major from 
Zanesville, 0. 
Twenty-Six Year Old Man 
Twenty-six year old Roy 
Smalling is the team's "old" 
man, Roy is a social science 
major from Corpus Christi, Tex., 
and is a sophomore. 
After qualifying for last year's 
team, Roy was declared inelig-
ible because of a technicality in 
AIC regulations. With his ex-
tensive experience and powerful 
left-handed delivery, he should 
be quite an asset. · 
The top averages during last 
month's try-outs belonged to a 
pair of Washington, D. C., fresh-
men. Gary Parsons averaged 
around 180 through 24 games 
of qualifying. Parsons has 
carried an average above 180 
for several seasons and admits 
that he came to Harding chiefly 
because of the school's bowling 
reputation. 
Mark Poteat, a history major 
who bowled a 602 series during 
qualifying, should help make it 
tough on Harding's opponents 
this spring. 
Other Positions 
The team's other positions are 
held down by Searcy sophomore 
Gary Martin, whose game has 
improved immensely since last 
year; junior Jeff Stitt of Zanes-
ville, 0., who is also a Bison 
basketballer; Searcy's Kerbe 
Lee, a freshman; and Huntsville, 
Ala., freshman Larry Sadler. 
Coach Burt and the team will 
be trying for Harding's fourth 
consecutive AIC title. State Col-
lege, with several top bowlers 
returning, should provide the 
Bison's chief competition again 
this year. 
,GARRISON 
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Please Help Me; I'm Fcillinq 
ARKANSAS COLLEGE Scottie Richard Beavers gets to his feet in AC-Harding game. The Scots 
couldn't find their footing as Harding won 67-61. 
The Power lehiiiCI the Force 
OUTSTANDING PLAY brings fans to their feet in an enthusi-
astic blend of cheers and applause. 
Victory Over AC Sends Bisons Back Into Race 
., ....... , ..... wlllttleo II 
BACK TO PLAY - The buzzer sounds, brinliftl an officials 
confere~~Ce to an end and callinl the teams back Mtto the floor 
to begla their strateu with renewed vi&or. 
Cagers Face U~timatum in Final Games; 
Must Win Every Contest to Clinch Tie 
By Jeaa FUppin 
Harding's cagers assumed a 
determined air this week as 
they launch the downhill leg of 
the AIC race with an ultimatum 
hanging over their heads. 
Head prophet Hugh Groover 
predicted early in the year that 
the eventual champion would 
lose probably four games. The 
Bisons now have their quota ot 
loHes and must win every game 
from here on out to cinch the 
crown. 
In a very real sense, it is "do 
or die" in a conference known 
for going down to the wire to 
choose a champion. With five 
games left to play, Harding is 
now alone in second place, with 
a three-way first-place deadlock 
between Southern State, Hender-
1011 and Arkansas College. 
Wort Cut Out 
"We've got our work cut out 
for us," Groover admitted. "We 
can't relax a minute. The out-
come of this year's race will de-
pend on who can win away 
from home." 
The Bisons next face perhaps 
their most rugged slate of the 
entire season. They must play 
Southern State, Henderson and 
third-place A&M away from 
home, and they meet giant-kil-
lers Hendrix and Tech here. 
It looked at times as though 
Harding was being eliminated 
from the fray; as the locals oc-
cupied fifth place only last week. 
However, key victories over 
A&M and Arkansas College put 
them right back in a challeng-
ing position. 
Improvement of McKeel 
One of the most gratifying as-
pects of recent weeks has been 
the consistent and timely im-
provement of guard Bob McKee 
The slender 6'2" junior, called 
upon to sub for injured Harold 
Alexander, has proved himself 
equal to the task. 
"Bob's getting better every 
day," Groover praised the Rec-
tor native. "His original prob-
lems of judging when to shoot 
the ball and lagging on defense 
have been solved. 
"One of the best things about 
him is the marvelous outlook 
he's had all year," the mentor 
went on. "He has sat on the 
bench with a wholesome atti-
tude and has thus been able to 
step right in when we needed 
him." 
Now that Alexander is back, 
the question logically arises of 
whether McKeel will again be 
relegated to the bench. ·"All 
three of our guards will play a 
lot of time," Groover empha-
sized, including Rick Turner in 
the statement. "It's not import-
ant who starts; they're all im-
portant and will all see action." 
Top Effctrt 
Those who watched Friday 
night · generally agree witli 
Groover that the Arkansas Col-
lege game was the Bisons' top 
effort of the season. They want-
ed to win, knew they had to won, 
and put forth a winning effort. 
"That what it will take from 
here on out," he warned. "We 
can't point to one game as all-
important. This conference is so 
evenly matched that the last-
place team is just as dangerous 
as the leader." 
With their bac}Q; to the wall 
then, the Bisons hitch up their 
belts, focus their eyes on the 
school's first crown in modern 
AIC . history, and prepare for 
five 100 per cent efforts. 
And hope they don't trip over 
the wire. 
ANATOMY OF VICTORY 
Authority Cone en Exultatioll IRNFBI'• ........ 
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Fired-Up Bisons Blast Scots; 
Team Climbs Into AIC Race 
By Doug McBride 
With big George Fraizer pull-
ing the trigger, the Harding 
Bisons shot themselves back into 
the thick of the AIC basketball 
race by bruising the Scotties of 
Arkansas College 67-61 here Fri-
day night. 
Frazier, the 6'6" _junior from 
Jonesboro, pciured in 30 points 
and hauled in 14 rebounds to 
bring his averages in these two 
categories to 19 points and 12.9 
rebounds per game. 
Extend League Record 
By defeating Ark:msas College, 
Electrifying Moment 
HARDING'S FIVE starters were in a brief huddle after intro-
duction ceremonies before the Arkansas College game. 
Two Teams Undefeated in Basketball 
Two undefeated teams lead while the Falcons will provide 
each league as intramural bas- the opposition for the Webfeet. 
the Bisons extended their league-
record to 8-4 putting them all 
alone in second place behind 
the 9-3 trio of Arkansas College, 
Southern State, and Henderson 
State. 
Playing before one of the larg-
est crowds of the season in 
Rhodes Memorial Field House, 
the Bisons took a 29-25 half-time 
lead and never lost it enroute 
to the win. Frazier shook the 
Scots with a 3-point play about 
half-way through the last half 
as the Bisons took a command-
ing 53-46 lead. The Scots never 
came closer than three points 
the rest of the game. 
The Bisons :::tarted the game 
with injured guard Harold Alex-
ander sitting on the bench be-
side coach Hugh Groover. AleJ;C-
ander received a deep cut over 
his left eye in the Harding-A&M 
game Jan. 29. 
Lightning Strikes 
If electricity was in the air 
when the game started, lightning 
struck when Alexander, white 
bandage and all, including a slit 
where he could see, was sent 
in. Going as wild as the crowd, 
the Bisons hit 53% from the field 
while missing only 2 free shots 
enroute to the victory. 
Bill Cossey, the quick-handed 
guard of the Scots, matched 
Frazier for scoring honors as 
he hit his 29th and 30th points 
with 8 seconds left in the game. 
The other Scot guard, J im 
Haney, averaging 21 points per 
game, scored only 6 points, hit-
ting 2-18 from the fieJd and 2-5 
at the charity strip. He was 
checked by the defensive efforts 
of Rick Turner and Mike Lamb. 
Bobby McKeel, who started for 
Alexander, contributed 11 points 
to the cause, while Turner hit 
10 for the Bisons. 
Let George do it. 
GEORGE FRAZIER goes up for two of 30 points he bit in the 
Blson-Scotties game last Friday qigbt. He pulled in 14 rebounds. 
Girls' Basketball in Round Two 
ketball begins the final half of ---- --------------------- Winning in the second round of girls' club basketball this 
week were Ko Jo Kai, Oege, 
Zeta Rho, and Zeta Phi. 
GATA at 6 p.m.; Jo Go Ju vs 
Zeta Phi and Phi Delta vs 
WHC at 7 o'clock. competition. G• b f• The Gophers at 4-9 and the 18f$ erg lf5t 
Hoosiers at 3-0 lead the major In Marathon 
In the first game Ko Jo Kai 
outscored Tofebt 20-9, with 
Peggy Holder and Pat Weaver 
each tossing in six points for 
the winners. High scorer for 
Tofebt was Diane Thweatt with 
seven points. 
league's Big 10 conference. Both 
teams have posted some rather By Larry Headley 
impressive victories, but if Bob Giersburg won the first 
things continue at the present AAU Marathon ever held in 
pace the championship will not Arkansas by covering the dis-
be decided until the final game tance of 26 miles, 285 yards in 
when the two teams meet. 2 hours and 43 minutes ahead 
Porkers, Bears lead SWC of Harding's Joe Boyle who 
Over in the Southwest Confer- placed second last Saturday. 
ence the Porkers and the Bears About 25 runners entered the 
have identical S.O records. The marathon which was held eight 
Porkers are averaging 70 points miles out of Searcy on Highway 
per contest, while the Bears can 267. The course consisted of a 
only manage 66, but the key strip of highway 5.2 miles long. 
contest looms this week as the The runners were to run this 
Porkers and the Bears tangle, course back and fourth until 
with the winner taking over sole they had covered the 26 mile 
possession of first place. distance. There were three aid 
The minor league's Atlantic stations set up to pass out towels 
Conference is led bv the Gators or drinks to the runners. 
and the Panthers. The Panthers Runners from Schools 
have victories over the Mules Runners came from Harding, 
and the Middies for their 2-0 Arkansas State University, Hen-
record. The Gators have beaten drix College, Henderson and 
the Bulldogs and the Terps to Ouachita Baptist University. 
post their 2-0 slate. This week Harding had two favorites in 
the two teams meet in what the meet in the persons of Boyle 
veq well could be the deciding and Jim Crawford. 
game of the Atlantic Conference. Running an outstanding race 
Pacific Leaders 2-0 was senior Bob Erickson. He 
The Ulcans and the Webfeet finished fifth, in the best race he 
lead the Pacific Conference with has ever run. Erickson was the 
2-0 records. This week the Ul- second Harding finisher. 
cans face the Academy team, Another surprise finisher, in 
t~-"".-......---""-""-,._---j'll-·---.- ·-•-111(-tll--..t 
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f FREE DELIVERY TO DORM 
j 113 East Center CH 5-2875 1 
i Owned and Operated by Charles McGinnis 1 
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seventh place, came in the form 
of freshman Eric Childress. 
Childress was back in the pack 
for most of the race but finished 
third for Harding. 
Crawford: Legs and Feet 
Jim Crawford had problems 
with his legs and feet as he 
covered the first 15 miles well 
among the early leaders. Craw-
ford then walked about 5 miles 
before having to race the last 
5.6 miles to come from 14th 
place to 8th overall. 
Out of the field that started 
the race around 1:15 pm., 14 
runners finished with the last 
of them crossing the line around 
6 p.m. Other finishers from Har-
ding were Granville Sewell, 11th; 
Larry Headley, 12th; Mike 
Pruitt and Charley Thompson 
tied for 14th. Pruitt and Thomp-
son had never run distances be-
fore this meet. 
Elaine Turney's 15 point effort 
for Oege helped her club defeat 
Regina 26-10. Judy Coffman and 
Deanna Lawyer shared the for-
ward positions for the loosers 
with eight and two points re-
spectively. 
Tag's forietting to Zeta Rho 
ended with an official 2-0 score. 
Tossing in 14 points for Zeta 
Phi was Andrea Little, who, with 
the help of club sisters Joann 
Hearn and Shelly Bryant, scored 
21 field goals and free shots. 
The outcome was a 21-0 victory 
over Kappa Delta. 
Tonight's schedule of club 
basketball includes Zeta Rho 
vs Ko Jo Kai and Beta Tau vs 
r----.~----~-----~---~-----~-----~----~-----~----~-----~ 
• Love Bright DiamOIICI Ri11gs 
The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of 
Permanent Value Always 
• Sterling Silver by Gorhalll, Tewle, Wallace 
a.d l•ter~~atieMI 
• Chilla by Lenox CIIICI Syracuse 
• Crystal by Tiffin, Glastollburg 
Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in 
Jewelry and Watch Repair 
Parrish jewelry 
112 N. Spring 
At 8 p.m. LC will play Kappa 
Delta and Tag will take on 
Tofebt; and the last games of 
the night will be a 9 o'clock 
when MEA challenges Theta Psi 
and KKK plays Omega Phi. 
IJ 
Job 
Application 
Picture Special 
1 for $3 
6 for$5 
by 
Appointment Only 
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